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Abstract-A apectrai Gaierkin scheme for solving the two-dimensional stationary Stokes problem 
ia considered. In vorticity-stream function formulation, the Stokes problem is reduced to a biharmonic 
one. A new formulation for the decomposition of the biharmonic operator ie introduced. Main 
difBculty in thii decomposition is to find the trace of the vorticity. Using the adjoint of the composition 
of trace operator and Green’s operator, a variational form is obtained for computing the boundary 
vaiue of the vorticity. The discrete variational form preserves the properties such as coercivity and 
continuity of the continuous case which are important for our convergence anaiyeis. Convergence of 
our acheme ia proved, and numerical experiments are performed for the steady driven cavity pmblem. 
Keywords--spectrai Galerkin method, Green’s operator, Stokes problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, a number of spectral techniques have been developed to approximate the station- 
ary Stokes equations (see, for example, [l-S]). In two-dimensional cases, most of them considered 
the primitive formulation, i.e., the unknowns are the velocity u = {u, v} and the pressure p: 
-vAu + Vp = f, in R, 
v*u=o, in R, (1.1) 
u = g, on l?, 
where v is the viscosity coefficient, f a external force, and I is the boundary of R c W2. Among 
them, single-grid collocation method [l-4], the staggered grid collocation method [5,6], and the 
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spectral element method [7,8] were used for solving system (1.1). In particular, the apprcmi- 
mate solutions satisfying the divergence free condition for the homogeneous boundary cases were 
obtained in (l-41. 
In this paper, we consider the vorticity-stream function formulation to handle the divergence 
free condition. Prom the incompressibility condition V . u = 0, the velocity can be written as 
u = curl +!J, the stream function, i.e., 
Let n = (q,n2) be the outward normal vector and s = (-nz,nr) be the tangential one at P. 
Then the boundary condition in (1.1) becomes 
Let z. E l?. Since II, is unique up to a constant, we may assume that @(zc) = 0 which implies in 
turn that 
where x2 represents the 
fourth-order equation: 
G(x) = l_ g. rids, 
ox 
for any 2 E l?, (1.2) 
path from zc to z along P. Then (1.1) is equivalent to the following 
vA2+ = curl f, in R, 
on r, (1.3) 
where go is defined by the right-hand side of (1.2) and gi = -g - s. Note that, in the formula- 
tion (1.3), the incompressibility is automatically satisfied and spurious modes on the pressure are 
dropped. This leads to a low-cost discretization, since only one scalar unknown is computed, and 
the velocity can easily be recovered from the stream function by a standard spectral derivation 
process. Also, by applying the divergence operator on the state equation (l.l), the pressure 
can be recovered easily. Moreover, this method can be extended to the nonlinear Navier-Stokes 
equations in a natural way. 
As far ss approximation of fourth-order problems are concerned, little previous work is avail- 
able. The reason for this is not related to the lack of regularity of the numerical solution to such 
problems, but due to difficulties such as double boundary conditions on T/J and condition numbers 
encountered in writing the numerical discretization in a general context. We refer, however, to 
the works of Herbert [9], Morchoisne [lo], Orszag [ll], and Peyret [12]. 
An alternative to (1.3) is obtained by introducing the vorticity function w = -A$. We then 
have a coupled system of two elliptic equations: 
-vAw = curl f, in R, 
-All, = w, 
all, 
@=go, x =g1, 
in R, 
on r. 
(14 
A recognized drawback.to the vorticity-stream function formulation (1.4) is the lack of boundary 
conditions for the vorticity w, while there are two conditions for the stream function $. A well- 
known way to surmount this difficulty in finite difference or finite element methods is to define w 
on the boundary by the equation w = -A$ Quartapelle [13] considered the fourth-order equation 
for the stream function and then split it into two second-order problems with integral conditions 
which fix the abstract projection of the vorticity field with respect to the linear manifold of the 
harmonic functions. These conditions are direct consequences of the boundary conditions on the 
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velocity. Other treatments of spectral approximation techniques such as spectral tau method and 
collocation method for the problem (1.4), see for example, [14,15] and the references therein. 
Our method is as following. First, we apply the test functions obtained by Green’s operator 
related to the Dirichlet boundary condition on the state space to obtain a variational formula 
for (1.4). In the process of deriving the variational form, the trace of vorticity is appeared in a 
boundary integral as an unknown parameter. Second, using the duality, the boundary integral is 
transformed into a state space integral. In this step, a relation between the trace of vorticity and 
the Neumann boundary condition for the stream function is obtained. Third, from this relation, 
the trace of discrete vorticity is computed by solving a sparse, symmetric, and positive definite 
linear system. Finally, using the trace, the vorticity is calculated directly from the variational 
form derived in the first step, and then the stream function is obtained from the Laplace solver. 
Similar in the spirit to our method for finding the trace of vorticity is the algorithm proposed 
and analyzed by Glowinski and Pironneau [M-18]. They used finite element methods for solving 
the biharmonic equations [16] and the Navier-Stokes equations [17,18]. Unlike our method, they 
obtained the trace of the discrete vorticity by solving a full matrix linear system and one more 
Poisson equation. 
The contents of this article are following. We write the vorticity-stream function formula- 
tion (1.4) as a variational form in Section 2. Also, we show that (1.4) can be written as two 
Dirichlet problems for Laplace operators and the boundary equation which is satisfied by the 
traces of the vorticity and the stream function on I’. Section 3 describes our approximation 
scheme for the variational forms for computing the trace of vorticity, the vorticity, and the 
stream functions based on a spectral Galerkin method. Convergence of our proposed scheme is 
proved in Section 4. The approximation scheme preserves the coercivity and continuity proper- 
ties inherent from the continuous case. Finally, in Section 5, numerical experiments for a driven 
cavity problem are presented. 
Throughout this paper, lV’J’(s2) and Wi’p(G) are standard Sobolev spaces. Their definitions 
and properties can be found, for example, in [19] or [20]. When p = 2, these spaces will be denoted 
by H’(n) and K%-Q II.11 wJVp will denote the standard norm of W’J’(s2). We shall denote by (., .) 
the usual inner product of L2(n). We will use C to denote a generic positive constant, possibly 
different at different occurrences, which is independent of the parameters. These parameters will 
be easily understood from the context. For any Banach (or Hilbert) spaces X and Y, C(X, Y) 
is the space of all bounded linear operators from X to Y, and X’ is the dual space of X. For a 
vector u = (~L,z)) and a scalar function $J, curl u = $$ - e and curl $J = ($$, -2). 
2. CONTINUOUS PROBLEM 
Assume that fi c W2 is a convex polygon with boundary P. Let (-Ao)-l E t(L2(S1), H2(n)n 
@((R)) denote Green’s operator related to the Dirichlet boundary value problem for -A in 
52 C W2, i.e., for f E L2(sZ), u = (-Ao)-lf, if and only if 21 is the solution of 
-Au=finR, 21 = 0 on I. 
Consider the following spaces: 
Lg(n>= {d(n); jnudzdy=O}, 
H(R) = {u E L2(n); Au E L2(G)}, 
31 = {u E L2(sZ); Au = 0). 
Then the space H(D) becomes a Hilbert space with the norm 
Il4I~cn, = (1141~~~,~ + IlA41tcn,) v2 . 
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Let ~0,71 be the following trace operators: 
Then the following two lemmas are well known [20]. 
LEMMA 2.1. The mapping {YO,+~I} is linear, continuous from H(R) into H-1/2(I’) x HB3i2(I’), 
and from H2(n) into H3i2(I’) x H1i2(l?). 
LEMMA 2.2. The trace operator 70 is an isomorphism from 3-1 onto H-1/2(I’). 
We shall denote by (a, a) (respectively, ((0, v))), the bilinear form of the duality between H1i2(I’) 
and H-1/2(I’) (respectively, H3i2(I’) and HB3i2(I’)) which extends (e, .)~a(r), i.e., (v, w) = 
&vwdu for all v E H1j2(I’), w E L2(r) (respectively, ((v, w)) = Jr VW da for all v E H3i2(r), 
w E L2(I’)). Then Green’s formula is written as 
(Au, v) - (~7 Au) = hlu, ~04 --((YOU, YIV)), for all u E H2(S2),v E H(R). 
Define an operator E on L2(Q) by 
E$ = 71 ((-AD)-‘+). (2.1) 
Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. E is a continuous linear operator from .C2(s2) to H1j2(I’). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, for all 4 E L2(n), 
’ .I 
Since R is a bounded convex polygon in W2, the mapping u -+ Au is an isomorphism IV2vp(fl) n 
.WoL’p(s2) onto tp(!2) for all p E (1,2 + E], for some e > 0, see [21]. Hence, for all $J E L2(Q), 
(2.2) 
Thus, E is a continuous linear operator. 
Assume that, in (1.3), 
I 
curl f E L2(n), 90 E H3’2(r), g1 E H’/2(r). 
Then, from [20], problem (1.3) has one and only one solution in H2(n), and it is easy to show 
that problem (1.3) is equivalent to (1.4). 
From the duality between the Sobolev spaces H’j2(r) and H-‘i2(r), the adjoint operator 
E* : H-1/2(I’) --f L2(Q) of E is given by 
for all ~1 E H-li2(r), q5 E L2(Q). (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.4. E* is an isomorphism from H-‘i2(r) onto Ii, and for anyp E H-1/2(l?), E*p = -j3, 
where 
A,!i=O, in Cl, 
708 = I4 on r. 
(2.4) 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, for any ~1 E H- ‘/2(1’), there exists a unique @ E L2(!I) such that 
A,5=0, in R, 
TOP = /.Ju, on r. 
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Thus, from Green’s formula and the definition of the operator E, 
@*CL, 4) = (~oi4 +d-A~)-~4) 
= (fi, A(-AD)-‘4) - (AL (-AD)-~~) 
= (i-4 -4) 7 for all ~1 E H-“2(l?), f$ E L2(0). 
Hence, E*p = -@ and E* is an isomorphism from He1i2(l?) onto 31 by Lemma 2.2. I 
Now we derive a variational formula for (1.4) using the operator (-AD)-’ and E. By applying 
(-AD)-‘+ to (1.4), we have 
(-Au, (-AD)-14) = i curl f, (-AD)-‘+) , for all 4 E L2(n). (2.5) 
By the definition of the operator (-AD)-’ and Green’s formula, we obtain 
(Au, (-A,)-‘$) + (w,4) = - (wJ,Y~(-AD)-‘+), 
$ (curl f, (-AD)-‘4) = i ((-AD)-‘curl f,+) , for all 4 E L2(Q). 
(2.6) 
Let w = q on I. Since $ E H2(fl), w = -A$J E L2(i2), and -UAW = curl f E L2(s2). Therefore, 
w E H(R), and from Lemma 2.1, ~ycw = q E H-1/2(I’). F’rom (2.5) and (2.6), 
(w,d) = - (q,y1(-Ao)-14) + ((-A,)-‘curl f,$) 
= -(q,E4) + b ((-AD)-’ curl f,4), for all $J E L2(n). 
Using the duality, we obtain 
(w, 4) = - (E’q, d) + i (( -AD)-~ curl f, 4) , for all 4 E L2(s2). (2.7) 
Let the pair {wo,$o} satisfy 
-uAwo = curl f in R, w. = 0 on r, (24 
-A&, = wg in R, tie = go on r. (2.9) 
Let a = w - wc and 4 = + - $0. Then (z, and 4 satisfy 
-vAij = 0 in a, 
-A$=(;jinn, $ = 0 on r. (2.10) 
It then follows that ij E YH, which implies in turn that 3 has a trace on l? lying in H-‘i2(I’). 
Then we clearly have that 
31, = (w -WI& = w& = q. 
On the other hand, from (2.8), (2.7) can be written as 
(w, 4) = - (E’q, 4) + (~0, 9) for all 4 E L2(0). (2.11) 
To evaluate the boundary value q of the vorticity w, define a bilinear form b on H-1/2(I’) x 
iF/2(r) by 
W, CL) = (E*k E’P) , for all X,p E H-1/2(r), (2.12) 
where E* is the adjoint of E given by (2.3). Then we have the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.5. The bilinear form b defined by (2.12) is conthmous, symmetric and HV112(I’)- 
elliptic. 
PROOF. The symmetry of b is obvious. Continuity and H- ‘/2(l?)-ellipticity follow from the fact 
that E’ is an isomorphism from H-‘/2(I’) onto ‘H, i.e., 
Cl IIAILy*) 5 II~*PIlH’/~(r) 5 c2 IIiAILyn) 7 for all Jo E H-‘/2(r), 
for some positive constants cl and cs, where fi satisfies (2.4). I 
To simplify our analysis, we assume that go = 0, for the rest of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let q5 be the solution of (1.4). Then the $race q of w = -A@ on r is the unique 
solution of the following linear vaCational problem: 
b(934 = (wo, E’P) - (91, 4, for all j.4 E H-‘/2(lT), (2.13) 
where ws and b are given by (2.8) and (2.12), respectively. 
PROOF. By duality, (E’q, E’p) = (EE’q, p). It follows from the definitions of E and E* that 
where 6 is defined by (2.10). Since 4 = $J - $0 (see (2.9) and (2.10)), and $$ = gi on I’, 
(E*q,E*p) = (g --9w) 
= wll ( > 3zp - (g19cl) 
= (wo, E*P) - (gl,d, for all p E H-‘12(r), 
which shows that q is a solution of (2.13). From the continuity of the linear mapping ~1 + 
(wc, E*p) - (gl,p) : H-‘/2(l?) + W and the Lax-Milgrsm theorem [8], q is the unique solution 
of (2.13). I 
The solution procedure for (1.4) is the following. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Solve the second-order elliptic problem (2.8) for wc. This problem is a fairly classical one 
for which many efficient solution methods exist. 
Solve the boundary equation (2.13). 
Finally, compute w and 1c, from (2.11) and 
-A$ = w, llrlr = 0. (2.14) 
THEOREM 2.7. Problem (1.4) is equivalent to (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14). 
PROOF. Let 4 E ker E, i.e., n((-AD)-‘+) = 0. From Green’s formula, 
(w - wo, 4~) = (-E’q, 4 
= (A(E*q), (-AD>-~~) + (-roE*q,r+Ad-‘4+ - ((W*wo(-A&-'+~ 
= 0. 
Hence, w - we E (ker E) I. Since E is a continuous linear operator, (ker E)* = Image (E’) = ‘H. 
Therefore, w - ws E 3-1 and Aw = Aws. Finally, the solution w of (2.11) satisfies that -YAW = 
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curl f and (2.13) is constructed such that $$ = gi is satisfied at the boundary. Hence, prob 
lem (1.4) is equivalent to (2.11), (2.13), and (2.14). I 
REMARK 2.8. Note that we is obtained from (2.8) without any invoking w and $. Also, note 
that q is constructed from (2.13) using the we and the given boundary data gi. Thus, once (2.13) 
is solved for q, w, and $ can be obtained immediately by solving equations (2.11) and (2.14), 
i.e., with the known q, w is deduced directly from (2.11), and then $ is obtained from the w and 
the given boundary data go. Therefore, the main problem to be solved is to solve (2.13), i.e., 
the construction of E*. In the next section, we present an efficient approximation scheme for the 
operator E*. 
0 r1 1 - 
Figure 1. Geometry of the driven cavity problem. 
3. APPROXIMATION SCHEME 
In this section, we consider a spectral Gaierkin method. We assume 
Let the boundary r be written as (see Figure 1) 
that R = (0,l) x (0,l). 
where I’i’s are the straight segments of I?. Let gi E H’j2(ri), 1 5 i 5 4. Consider the following 
problem: 
uA2G = curl f, in R, 
II, = 0, on ri, 
w lIi14. 
dn =gi, on ri, 
Define a finite-dimensional subspace SM of L2(fi) by 
Then any function u E L2(n) can be represented in terms of the system {&l}, i.e., 
where the coefficients &l are defined by 
1 1 
ok1 =4 
JJ 
u 4kI dx dy. 
0 0 
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Let PM be the orthogonal projection from L2(fi) onto SM. Then we have 
M M 
PM’LL = c c ckdkl, 
k=l I=1 
and it is easy to see that 
PM%V) = (u,v), for all v E SM. 
She {&} is complete in L2(fl), we have the following property that for all u E L2(n), 
lb - pM4lLyn) + 0, asM-+oo. 
Define a family of finite-dimensional boundary spaces BN by 
BN=~pan{sink~rxxr~,sinknyxr, Ik=l,...,N,i=1,3, j=2,4}, (34 
where xri is the characteristic function on l?i, i = 1,2,3,4. Then any ~1 E .C2(I’) can be written 
as 
00 00 
p= c $k sin knxxr, + c fit sin k?ryxr, 
k=l k=l 
m 00 (3.2) 
+ c Pi sin krxxr, + c j.$ sin k?ryxr, , 
k=l k=l 
where&=2Jr~sink?rx;yr,a5r,1<~54,k=1,2 ,.... For each N > 0, define a projection Pi 
from L2(I’) to BN by 
N N 
P,fp = c j$ sin k?rx;yr, + c jii sin k?ry;yr, 
k=l k=l 
N N 
+ c j$ sin krxxr, + c j.22 sin kryxr,, 
k=l k=l 
where the superscript B in P# stands for “boundary”. Then we have (Pip, A) = (p, A) for all 
~1 E L2(I’) and X E BN. Also, for any ~1 E L2(I’), 
[[cl - p,BPII,s(r) t O, &3N+00. 
We now consider a finite-dimensional bilinear form bN(., .) of a( ., e). Let 
AN = XI + x2 + X3 + A4 E BN, 
where 
N 
Xl = c ak sin krxxr,, A-J = 5 bk sin knyxr,, 
k=l k=l 
N N 
x3 = 
c 
Ck sin krxxrs, x4 = c dk sin kryxr, . 
k=l k-1 
(3.3) 
Consider the following problem: 
AX=O, in R, 
‘YlJ = AN, on r. 
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Then 
where 
9 
(3.4) 
ak sin kxzsinh kn(y - 1) 
-sinh kn ’ 
iz = N bk sinh km 
c sin k?ry, 
k=l k=l 
sinh kn 
N 
x3 = c Ck Sin km sinh kny 
krl 
sinh kn ’ 
14 = 5 dk “% !Ltki ‘) sin kny. 
k=l 
Define the discrete operator E$ from BN to SM, and the bilinear form bN on BN x BN by 
E~XN = -PM (E’XN) , AN E BN, 
bhv, AN) = (ELPN,%XN), pN,AN E BN. 
Then the finite-dimensional problem for (2.13) becomes: find QN E BN such that 
bN(QN, AN) = LN(AN), for all XN E BN, (3.5) 
4 
LN(AN) = (WOM,E~~) - C(!khv), 1 
i=l 
UOM = --(-AD)-~PM (curlf), 
Once problem (3.5) is solved for QN E BN, the corresponding discrete vorticity WM and the 
stream function +M are obtained from 
(WM,‘#‘) = -(%&Iv,#‘) + (WOM,& forall4ESM, 
$M = (-AD)-‘WM. (3.6) 
We now consider the matrix representation D of (-AD)-’ on the space SM. Let 
M M 
ukl Sin km Sin hy, 
k=l I=1 
f(z, y) = 5 5 fkl sin km sin kry. 
k=l 1=1 
Then u and f satisfy the equation 
-Au = f, in R, 
21 = 0, on r, (3.7) 
with the relation 
ukl = &)2 ; (,,42jklr 15 k, 15 M. (3.8) 
To treat our approximation problem as a compact form and take advantage of sparse structure 
of the matrix representations, we write (3.8) ss 
Di_=ii, 
where f and fi are vectors with Ma entries fkl and Ukl, 1 5 k, 1 5 M, arranged by 
_ 
fM(l-l)+k = fkl ad cM(L-l)+k = Ukl, 
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and D is the diagonal matrix representing the operator (-a~)-~ on SM with 
DM(M)+~,M(~-I)+~ = (k7r)2 : (Z?r)2’ 15 k, 15 M. 
Next, consider the matrix representation A for the discrete operator -Eb. 
four column blocks. The kth column, 1 5 k 5 IV, of the i th block, 1 5 i 5 4, 
solving the following problem: 
Au=O, in R, 
u = sin knxxr,, on r. 
Consider the first block of A. For each k, 1 5 k 5 IV: 
-E&(sin knxxr,) = PM (E*(sin krxxr,)) 
First, divide A into 
of A is obtained by 
sinh kn(y - 1) 
sin krx _sinhk?r . 
Note that if PMU = C,“=, Cff, ukl sin knx sin Zny, then 
1 1 
‘1lkl = 4 
II 
u sin knx sin lny dx dy 
0 0 
-2 l =- 
J sinh kr o 
sinh ka(y - 1) sin Zry dy 
1 1 
=- ekr(ywl) sin Zny dy - J eskn(~-‘) sin lay dy 0 I 
-1 -2/r ekr _ e-kr 
= sinh * (kn)2 + (1~)~ ’ 2 
217r 
= (kr)2 + (ZT)~ ’ 
Thus, -EL(sinkwxxrl) = CE1(2hr)/((k7r)2 + (1~)~) * k sm rrxsinlny, and the first block of the 
matrix A becomes: 
(T)&)2 
2Mn 
(T)~ + (MT)~ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 iI 0 
. . . . . . 0 
0 ii 
. . 
(2*)22; (T)2 : : : 
. . . . . . 
2M7r : ; 
(2n)2 + (MT)~ ’ ’ i 
0 ii 0 
. . . . . . 
(Ma): (T)~ 
* . . . . . 
0 ii 
2M7r 
(MT)~ + (MT)~ M'xN 
. 
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Also, we have 
11 
-E&(sink?rqr,) = e -21n(-1)’ s 
1=1 (kn)2 + @)2 slnhzsin Ic% 
-Eh(sinknqrs) = 5 -2z?r(-1)’ * 
I=l (kn)2 + (142 ‘ln IcnCsin ‘% 
-Elf,(sin k?rx;yr,) = 2 
21lr 
1=1 (kr)2 + (ln)2 sin ‘lrz sin Icn% 
and, thus, the other blocks of A are written as similar forms. In this way, we can construct A by 
solving 4N Dirichlet problems. From Theorem 4.4 and our construction, ATA becomes sparse, 
symmetric, and positive definite. 
We now consider qN, the trace of the discrete vorticity w. Let 
1 
.N N 
qN =:,c 9: sin krxxr, + c qi sin knyxr, 
f ‘kc1 k=l 
N N 
+ c qi sin knxxr, + c qt sin knyxr,. 
k=l k=l 
Then, from (3.5), qN is computed by 
where 
F= [ ~~~~~~~;]4Nxl* 
Finally, by using matrix A and D, WM and ?,!JM are obtained directly from 
b’M1 = Ak?iv] + [WOM], 
[@Ml = %M]. 
4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Let the boundary element space G be 
For the sake of simplicity, we denote the usual dual norm by )I * lIw-l/a(r). Let b and bN be defined 
by equations (2.12) and (3.5), respectively. Since bN is the approximation of b defined on G x G, 
we need the following inverse inequality to obtain the BN-ellipticity in the space G, where BN is 
the finite-dimensional boundary space defined by (3.1). 
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LEMMA 4.1. INVERSE INEQUALITY. For any AN E BN, we have 
PROOF. Let AN E BN and -E’XN = i be given as in (3.3) and (3.4). Then, we have 
Since 
J ’ (sinhk?r(y - 1))2 dy = 1 e2k* - 4kn - e-2kn 0 (sinh ka)2 21cn e2kr _ 2 + e-2ks > 
1 
( 
e2T - 4~ - e-ST 
‘G eZil-2+e-2” ’ > 
we have 
(4.1) 
E%om Lemma 2.2 and (4.1), 
By the similar way, we obtain 
Finally, using the fact that 
II~Nb-1/~(r) 1 5 @lllH-'/"(I') + IIx 2 H-l/“(r) + 11~3ll~-Wqr) + It~4llH-W(r)) 9 11 
we have 
IIXNlltl-W(r) 2 $ Wlllwr) + IPzll.Wy + IlX3ll0(r) + IIX4IIta(r)) 
2 $ii~NI/L’(T)a I 
Recall that the bilinear forms b and bN are defined by the continuous operator E* and the 
discrete one EL, respectively. First, we estimate the approximation error E” - E& on BN. 
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LEMMA 4.2. For any XIV E BN, we have 
ll&X~ - E*A~llpp) 5 & lh’lb(r)* 
PROOF. Let XN E BN be given as in (3.3). By direct computation, we have 
13 
(4.2) 
Since l/(M + 1) 5 Cp”,M+1(1/Z2) < l/M, we have 
IIE$l - E*kIIL,(oj <_ 
for some constant C > 0. Therefore, (4.2) follows immediately. I 
We are ready to prove that the discrete problem (3.5) is well posed, i.e., the discrete form bjv is 
BN-elliptic. Thus, the solution QN of (3.5) is obtained by the linear system (3.9), whose matrix 
is sparse, symmetric, and positive-definite. For the convergence analysis of our approximation 
scheme, we assume that M 2 N1+2a, o > 0. 
THEOREM 4.3. For N sufficiently large, the discrete bilinear form bN is By-diptiC and contin- 
uous, and the discrete problem (3.5) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.2, we have 
b&&v, PN) = (E&Ii% E;cLrv) 
5 llE*q&(n) liE*PdI~yn, 
5 CIlqNIIH-‘Il(r)lICLNIIH-‘I’(r), 
for some constant C > 0. Hence, bN is continuous on G x G. From the continuity of b, we have 
bN(QN, QN) = bN(QN,QN) - b(QN, QN) + b(qN, QN) 
1 b(QN,QN) - (bN(QN,QN) - b(qN,‘lN)l 
1 ~kfN~&-w(~) - c IIEhN - E”?N!Lqn) IhNbf-‘/a(r)* 
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, since M > N1+20,cr > 0, we have 
b&N, qN) 2 ~I~~N~~2,-l/y,) - ~~~PNIIL’(r)~~~N~~~-‘I~(~) 
2 Clk?Nll;-w(r) - N,-J C~~~N~l;-w(~) 
which implies the ellipticity of bN. Also, LN in (3.5) is continuous on BN, i.e., 
Hence, the uniqueness -and existence of the discrete solution qN is directly deduced from the 
Lax-Milgram theorem [8). I 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let q be the solution of the continuous problem (2.13) and QN the discrete 
solution of (3.5). Then we have 
PROOF. By subtracting (3.5) from (2.13), we have 
b(%pN) = bN(qN,pN) + (WO -WOM,E*PN)r for all pN E BN. 
Hence, for any /AN E BN, 
‘(q-qN,q-qN)=b(q-qN,q-~N)+b(q-qN,C1N-QN) 
=b(q-qN,q-CLN)-b(QN,CLN-QN) 
+bN(qN,~N-QN)+(WO-WOM,E*(CLN-qN)). 
By the continuity of b, 
b(q - qN,q - ‘i?N) 5 c/k - qNb'P(r)b? - ~NIIH-'P(~) 
+ [IWO - wOMb(n) IIE*(pN - !?N)IILa(n) 
+ II%fqN - E*qNll G(n) IIE*h - @‘J)IILyn) - 
From the ellipticity of b and Lemma 2.2, 
lk - qNIt;--l/f(r) - < cllq - qN IIH+(r) ltq - PN Il~-‘/a(r) 
+ cllwO - ~OMllL2(S2)ll~N - qNIIWQ(r) 
+ c ll’%qN - E*qNll U(n) Ik‘N - qNk-‘/a(r), 
and by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, 
llq - qNk/~(r) - < % - qNIkW(r) ( 
llq - /‘NIIH-‘/‘(~) + N” Lllnlle-l/qr, 
+ lb0 - UOMb(C2) + j&b - ~NbW~(r) 
> 
+ ~b.?b/lcr,b? - ~NIhf-W(r) + $llq - qNj&,yq 
+clbO -WOMb(fl)llq - pNh+(r). 
Since a2 5 ab + cd, a, b, c, d 2 0, implies a 5 b + c + d, we obtain 
lk? - !?NIIW/~(r) 5 cb? - ~NIIW/2(r) + CllwO - WOMIILz(n) 
1 
+ CNQIIqIIH-l/~(r,* 
Since L2(I’) is dense subspace of H- l/2 ( I’), there exists a sequence qk E L2(I’) which converges 
to q in H-1/2(r) as k + 00. By taking PN = Piqk in the last inequality, we have (4.3). 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Let w and + be the solutions ofproblem (1.4), and WM, $M be the solutions of 
the discrete problem (3.6). Then we have the following convergence properties: 
where M = N1+2a, o > 0. 
d$= IIW - WMb(R) = 0, (4.4) 
$T_ 114 - tiM Ih”(n) = 0, (4.5) 
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Table 1. Convergence of qNj WM, and $M: curl f=O, rl, = $$ = 0 on rl,I’l,I’4, 
JI=o,j& -16z2(1 - 2)’ on r3, Mi = Ni+Oa, i = 1,2, a = 0.025. 
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Ib’Mi - WMa b(O) 
Nl = 8 N2 = 12 0.6771 
NI = 12 N2 = 16 0.4351 
Nl = 16 N2 = 20 0.3071 
Nl = 20 N2 = 24 0.2474 
NI = 24 N2 = 28 0.1996 
1 NI =28 N2 =32 1 0.1734 
1 NI =32 N2 =36 1 0.1483 
1 N, = 36 N2 = 40 I 0.1338 
PROOF. By subtracting the first equation of (3.6) from (2.11), we have 
(w - w&f, 4) = (J%QN - E*q, 4) + (wo - WOM, 4), fordl#ESM. 
By Lemma 2.2, we have 
M!fQN - E’cIll,l(,) 2 ll%C.?N - ‘%&z(,) + llJ%q - E*qll,a(,) 
I IIE*!IN - E*qll,a(,) + lIEhe - E*qll,q,J 
5 ClkN - Qlk--‘/l(r) + II%& - E*qll,a(,) . 
By replacing 4 by P+w - WM in (4.6), 
IIhw -wMIIL~(Q) I II&w -wIILQ(~) + 11~0 - wo~lI~a(n) + ll&qN - E*qll,a(,). 
F’rom (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain 
lb - WMIlLa(n) 5 lb - PMdLa(S2) + IlpMw - WM b(f2) 
I w4J - PMwllLa(n, + lb0 - WOMIIL”(R) 
+ ClbN - t?llH-l/a(r) + IlEh - E*qll,v(q. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
16 S.-R. JUN et al. 
Therefore, (4.4) follows from the last inequality and Theorem 4.3. By (2.2), we have 
1111, - lCl~Il~a(n) I WW - bhll~yn) 5 Clb - wll~qn), 
which proves (4.5). 
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Figure 2. Contour of the stream lines. 
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Figure 3. Velocity vector fields. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Our test example was adopted from [22]. All computations were performed on a STD 210 
under the MATLAB environment. The flow was driven by a horizontal motion of the top lid of 
the cavity such that the horizontal velocity component there was given by -16z2(1 - z)~ and 
the veritcal velocity component was zero. The zero velocities for other boundaries and curl f = 0 
were chosen. Specifically, the test problem is written as 
A2Q = 0, 
II, = 0, g = -16z2(1 - z)~, on l?s. 
(5.1) 
A Variational Spectral Method 17 
Table 1 shows the convergence of the trace qN of the vorticity, the vorticity WM and the stream 
function $,M. The parameters M = N1+2a with (Y = 0.025 were chosen. Figures 2 and 3 show the 
contour of the stream lines and the velocity vector fields for N = 18, respectively. In Figure 3, 
all vectors were scaled by the longest vector. We observed from several numerical experiments 
that the trace (IqNllH-l/a(r), and hence, WM and $JM did not converge for A4 = N, i.e., cr = 0, 
aSN-,CCL 
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